
mesoscopicmesoscopic superconductivitysuperconductivity



superconductivity in the bulk: Cooper pairssuperconductivity in the bulk: Cooper pairs

• electron-phonon interaction leads to an attraction of 
electrons

• Cooper pairs: bound states of two electrons with opposite 
momentum and spin (size of Cooper pair: coherence length)

• the net spin is zero and as a consequence they obey Bose-
Einstein statistics: at low T all pairs condense in the lowest 
energy state (no Pauli exclusion !)

• the superconducting state can then be described with a 
single, macroscopic wave function: Ψ = |Ψ| exp (iφ)
|Ψ|2: density of Cooper pairs; φ: phase of the condensate

• the pairing leads to an energy gap ∆ in the spectrum; the 
density of states is Ns(E) = NN(E) E/(E2-D2)1/2

• energy gap ∆ ≈ 1.75kBTC needed to excite a quasiparticle 
from the ground state (condensate)



penetration depth and critical magnetic fieldpenetration depth and critical magnetic field

some numbers aluminum:

Tc = 1.2 K; ∆ = 0.18 meV
λL(0) = 50 nm
vF = 2 106 m/s
ξ0 = 1.6 µm
n = 1.8 1029 m3



superconductivity in particles << superconductivity in particles << λλ,,ξξ ? ? 



spectroscopic measurements on a small spectroscopic measurements on a small 
superconductingsuperconducting in particle in particle 



Determine the superconducting gap from the experiment?



a theoretical answera theoretical answer



eveneven--odd effect odd effect 
Energy depends on the parity of the superconductors:

U = EC(Ne – αVG)2+ ∆i ∆i = 0 if N = 2n 
∆i = ∆ if N = 2n+1 

The ground state energy for odd n is ∆ above the minimum energy for even n. 

Even in an experiment on aluminum islands with 109 electrons, the parity of such a big number 
can be measured!!

P. Lafarge et al.
Phys. Rev. Lett. 70 (1993) 994



Andreev Andreev reflection at a Nreflection at a N--S interfaceS interface

• Clean N-S interface: E>∆ quasiparticle transport is possible; E<∆ single-particle tunneling is 
suppressed exponentially.

• ordinary reflection at a clean SN interface requires a momentum change of the the charge 
carriers of about 2pF. 

• ∆pmax = (dU/dx) ∆t, with dU ≈ ∆, dx ≈ 2ξ0 and ∆t = 2ξ0/vF so that ∆pmax = 2pF (∆/EF) << 2pF

• An electron can, however, be reflected as a hole with opposite group velocity. In this way a 
charge 2e is transferred – Andreev reflection (so there is no charge conservation)

• In Andreev reflection Cooper pairs are transferred into a superconductor from a normal 
conductor in a coherent way



Andreev Andreev reflection at a Nreflection at a N--S interfaceS interface

• energy conservation: Ee = E; Eh = -E; Epair = 0 (E = energy with respect to EF) 

• momentum is (almost) conserved: electron-hole symmetry is not exact, only exact for charge 
carriers at the Fermi energy

∆k = (dk/dE)kF
∆E

∆E = 2E so that (dk/dE)kF
= 2E/ħvF

ke = kF + E/ħvF

kh =  kF - E/ħvF

• Andreev reflection is phase coherent which means that there is a well defined relation between 
the phase of the electron and the reflected hole

ϕh = ϕe + ϕs – arccos (E/∆) 

 ϕe = ϕh – ϕs – arccos (E/∆)                                    E = 0 then arccos(e/∆) = π/2

• when there is only one superconductor, ϕs does not play a role and can be chosen to be zero 
by an appropriate gauge transformation; with more than one superconductor involved, phase 
differences start to play a role

EF
E
E



conductance of an ideal Nconductance of an ideal N--S interfaceS interface
• ideal Andreev reflection doubles the conductance of an N-S system 
compared to that of an N-N system (e.g. by applying a magnetic field or 
large voltage)

• N-S point contacts are widely used to measure the gap and its 
temperature dependence for a large variety of superconductors and 
other materials with a energy gap (point contact spectroscopy)



conductance of a nonconductance of a non--ideal Nideal N--S interfaceS interface
• a non-ideal interface destroys Andreev reflection, i.e. ordinary reflection becomes more important

• this is usually described as introducing a delta function tunnel barrier between N and S of strength 
H; the parameter Z characterizes this barrier and is defined as 2πH/hvF. 

• large Z: tunnel contact (S-I-N interface)

• excess current indicates the presence of Andreev reflection 

excess-
current

Can you understand why ordinary reflection 
becomes more important given the discussion 
about momentum change a few slides ago?

Blonder, Tinkham and Klapwijk, Phys. Rev. B 25 (1982) 4515



enhancement of interference effectsenhancement of interference effects
The presence of a superconductor enhances any particle interference effect in the normal state 
since the (dynamical) phase of the original electron and reflected hole cancel (at E = 0)

the phase an electron acquires is

the phase a reflected hole acquires is 



enhanced weak localizationenhanced weak localization
• since the reflected hole and electron do not acquire additional phase shifts along their time 
reversed paths, there is an enhanced probability for coherent backscattering (effect is roughly the 
same size as in the normal state)

• important for contacts with a high transparency (for samples with many Andreev reflection events)

• “t is as if Andreev reflection effectively doubles the length of the disordered region”

Lensen et al., Phys. Rev. B 58 (1998) 4888



enhanced weak localizationenhanced weak localization
•temperature, magnetic field and a voltage destroy the enhanced weak localization

Lensen et al., Phys. Rev. B 58 (1998) 4888



reflectionless reflectionless tunnelingtunneling
• because of Andreev reflection, an electron in a disordered system gets more than one opportunity 
to undergo Andreev reflection; this results in a enhancement of the conductance around zero bias 
since the bias voltage adds additional phases (see previous slides)

• important for S-N contacts with a low transparency

Kastalsky et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 67 (1991) 3026



Andreev Andreev bound states in a Sbound states in a S--NN--S junctionS junction
• an electron with energy E<∆ can not enter 
superconductor 2

• it will be reflected as an hole with energy –E in 
the opposite direction, retracing the original path 
of the electron

• the hole reaches the left superconductor and 
will be reflected as an electron with energy E’ 
(the energy with respect to the Fermi energy of 
superconductor 1; with no bias applied E = E’)

• full quantum mechanical description of this 
process: Andreev bound state

E

E

• condition for the formation of a bound state (1D picture): total phase acquired during 
one cycle is a multiple of 2π: ϕs2 - ϕs1 + (ke – kh) L - 2arccos (E/∆) = 2πn 

• long junction: arccos term << (ke – kh) L and using ke = kF + 2E/ħvF one finds: 

En = ħvF/2L ( 2π (n+1/2) ± ϕ )                       with ϕ = ϕs2 - ϕs1

• + sign: starting with a right-moving electron (left-moving hole); – sign starting with a 
left-moving electron (right-moving hole) 



supercurrentsupercurrent in a Sin a S--NN--S junctionS junction
• Andreev bound states are confined states which carry a net supercurrent (1D long junction):

In = - (2e/ħ) ∑ dEn/dϕ with        En = ħvF/2L ( 2π (n+1/2) ± ϕ ) 

• each state carriers a supercurrent of evF/L and each subsequent state carriers a supercurrent 
in the opposite direction

• short junction (see lecture notes ξn=hvF/4∆ >L)): Ic = 2e∆/πħ

• often one looks at the IcRn product which for a short junction equals 2∆/e (check this for a 
point contact with one channel, but the result is independent on the number of channels)

Doh et al., Science 309 (2005) 272

• Andreev reflection at the S-N interface and 
phase-coherent propagation in the normal 
conductor can thus be viewed as the 
microscopic origin of the proximity effect: 
induced superconductivity in a normal metal 
which occurs over a distance ξn



tunable tunable supercurrentsupercurrent through a through a 
SS--semiconductingsemiconducting nanowirenanowire--S junctionS junction

• In this case is the normal metal a diffusive semiconducting nanowire: 
gate tunable superconducting properties

• very difficult to make clean normal metal-semiconductor interfaces; 
InAs is one of the materials for which it works

MAR

Doh et al., Science 309 (2005) 272



multiple multiple Andreev Andreev reflection (MAR)reflection (MAR)



multiple multiple Andreev Andreev reflection (MAR): subreflection (MAR): sub--
harmonic gap structureharmonic gap structure

•The dc current exhibits sub-
harmonic gap structure at voltages 
eVn = 2∆/n (n integer)

•Increase in current every time the 
next MAR process (i.e. n) becomes 
available 



subharmonicsubharmonic gap structure: atomic contactsgap structure: atomic contacts

Al one-atom contact (30 mK)

Pb one-atom contact (1.5K)

E. Scheer et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 78 (1997) 3535 E. Scheer et al., Nature 394 (1998) 154



Au: only one transport channel





superconductivity when level aligns with superconductivity when level aligns with 
middle of the gap (middle of the gap (Fermi Fermi energy) energy) 



JosephsonJosephson junction: Sjunction: S--II--S tunnel junctionS tunnel junction

IS S

V

Mesoscpoic Josephson circuits:

• Competition between Josephson coupling energy 
(hIc/4p), which favors the flow of a supercurrent
and the charging energy, which tries to localize the 
Cooper pairs.

• There exist a Heisenburg relation between the 
fluctuations in the phase on a superconducting 
island and fluctuations in the number of Cooper 
pairs on it: 

[∆φ,∆N] ≥ 1/2

• The flux quantum bits (qubits) and charge qubits

Josephson relations



The three main effects predicted by Josephson follow from these relations:

1. The DC Josephson effect. This refers to the phenomenon of a direct current crossing the 
insulator in the absence of any external electromagnetic field, owing to tunneling. This DC
Josephson current is proportional to the sine of the phase difference across the insulator.

2. The AC Josephson effect. With a fixed voltage across the junctions, the phase will vary 
linearly with time and the current will be an AC current with a frequency proportional to the applied 
voltage. The complete expression for the current drive Iext becomes

This means a Josephson junction can act as a perfect voltage-to-frequency converter.

3. The inverse AC Josephson effect. If the phase takes the form

the voltage and current will be 

The DC components will then be

Hence, for distinct DC voltages, the junction may carry a DC current and the junction acts 
like a perfect frequency-to-voltage converter (Shappiro steps; see next slide).

from Wikipedia



Applications of the Josephson effect

The Josephson effect has found wide usage, for example in the following areas:

• SQUIDs or superconducting quantum interference devices, are very sensitive 
magnetometers that operate via the Josephson effect. They are widely used in science 
(mesoscopic experiments) and engineering. 

• In precision metrology, the Josephson effect provides an exactly reproducible 
conversion between frequency and voltage. Since the first is already defined precisely 
and practically by the caesium standard, the Josephson effect is used, for most 
practical purposes, to give the definition of a volt (although, as of July 2007, this is not 
the official BIPM definition). 

• Single-electron transistors are often constructed of superconducting materials, 
allowing use to be made of the Josephson effect to achieve novel effects. The 
resulting device is called a "superconducting single-electron transistor". 

from Wikipedia


	



